Dear Sir or Madam,

1. Considering the maintenance procedures covered by Annex B to the Agreement between European Union (EU) and Canada on Civil Aviation Safety and MAG (Maintenance Annex Guidance), this is to inform you that SAFRAN ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS TCCA MAG Supplement revision 01, dated 20/12/2019 is hereby approved by OSAC on behalf of DGAC.

2. The TCCA CAR 573 approval reference is:

   SAFRAN ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS
   TCCA CAR 573 Approval Reference number: 819-19
   There is no need for continuation because the supplement approval letter remains in effect until surrendered, suspended or revoked.

3. This supplement approval allows performing maintenance services on Canadian registered aeronautical products subject to compliance with EASA Part-145 requirements and the specific regulatory requirements as detailed in the Agreement Annex B Appendix B1 and the Maintenance Annex Guidance (MAG).

4. Please be reminded that TCCA scope of ratings and limitations must not exceed the ones specified in your Part 145 approval certificate.

Best regards,

For OSAC,
Pierre DELPY
Deputy Head of Major Production Team
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foreign145@easa.europa.eu